
The Client Proofing Process Explained
Photographing Your Event: We typically will take many photos more than you will ever use. Why? 
More images means more choice - to catch that special glance, that special moment in time, the one 
without your eyes closed or the one your cousin walked in front of - this helps us get those perfect 
photos.

For a typical wedding, we may take 500-1500 images, depending on the length of the event, number of 
guests, and number of photographers we use to capture your event. A typical engagement or post-
wedding session, we may take 300-600 images. 

Before You See Your Proofing Gallery: Our first step after your event is to cull the images down to a 
manageable number. We will remove all the images that do not meet our high standards of quality, and 
of course, remove all the images that are not acceptable because of closed eyes, odd expressions (like 
someone about to sneeze, etc.). We then take a second pass using our experienced eyes to further 
reduce the number of photos, selecting the best images from a series of similar shots. Our goal is to 
end up with a number of photos that gives you plenty to choose from, but is not overwhelming. We 
certainly will work with you to arrive at the number and variety of final images you desire. 

Depending on our schedule, we will do our best to make the proofing gallery available for your use 
within 10 days, hopefully by the time you are back from your honeymoon!

Your Client Proofing Gallery: We will provide you with an online proofing gallery where you can view 
and select your favorite images. The proofing gallery consists of the photos for you to review and select 
- these photos may have a very light edit, will contain a watermark, and are not available for 
purchase or download. Your final images will look better upon completion of editing. The proofing 
gallery can be shared with family or others as well, all of whom can note their favorites. The goal is for 
you to select the “must-have” images you want to see in your album(s), wall art, prints, and final online 
gallery. Detailed instructions for selecting and sharing your favorites are below. 

The length of time for this step depends on you - the sooner you make your selections, the sooner 
we get moving on the next steps. We like to have you select your images as soon as possible after the 
event, however, we realize that you may have some tough choices to make. We are available to help 
you with this step as well.

After Selecting Your Favorite Images: We will perform post-production edits to the selected images 
to correct any subtle technical issues with the images (color correction, exposure, etc.), then further 
apply some editing techniques to enhance the images, including some simple skin smoothing, color 
enhancement, etc. This process normally takes 10-12 business days, again depending on the final 
number of images selected.

Your final gallery of images: After editing/post production, we will then replace your Proofing Gallery 
with a new gallery of your final images. From this gallery, you will be able to further select images for 
your albums, purchase individual photo prints in various sizes, or order specific images as art pieces for 
your home: Canvas wraps, large photo-art, and framed photo enlargements. You will also share this 
gallery with your family and guests to view, and optionally purchase their own favorite images from the 
gallery. At this point we will begin building your wedding album!

Note: You have the option of leaving the selection process to us! We are happy 
to use our expertise to select the best photos that tell the story of your special 
day! Just let us know if you prefer this option. 

Questions? Email us at:  info@KevinBlockPhotography.com
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Selecting Your Favorites From Your Proofing Gallery

The goal with the Proofing Gallery is to select your favorite images. You will likely be presented numerous 
very similar images which you will want to select your favorite(s). Maybe you like the slightly different angle, the 
smile is a bit more natural or some other factor that catches your eye. Selecting too many very similar photos, 
could make your album or online gallery seem repetitious or boring. You don’t normally need lots of similar images 
to tell the story of your day.

Setting Up Your Favorites Sets: Your Proofing Gallery will allow you to set up one or multiple favorites sets - 
a set is a list of photos. You can name a set if you like, e.g. “album must haves”, “prints for mom”, etc. Your sets 
can be shared with others as read-only, so they are viewable only, or with full access, allowing others to add or 
delete favorites from your set - the choice is yours.

Now its your turn! Using the Client Access Code provided to you, access your Proofing Gallery on our 
website by entering the Client Access Code on the Client Access page. All you need is a web browser to 
access your gallery. Once in the gallery, you can view photos as a slide show, view thumbnails, or page through 
the images individually.

Note that your Client Proofing gallery will not allow downloads or buying prints, since photos in the proofing 
gallery are low-resolution photos that have not been edited yet. Also, some photos in your proof gallery may have 
been cropped, or converted to black & white to make certain shots stand out - these will often be preceded by the 
original image so you can see the “before and after”. Remember, any of the photos can be cropped, converted to 
black & white, sepia tone, or have other optional effects applied.

The Basic Steps For Setting Up A Favorites Set (list)

1. Set up an account or Login - You will want to set up an account on our website, this will keep your favorites 
lists from expiring. From most any page on the website, you will see the word login near the bottom of the screen, 
click this link. You will be prompted to either Create An Account -or- Login if you are already registered.

2. Access your Proofing Gallery by going to our website at www.kevinblockphotography.com

Click on the Client Access link, enter your Access Code, and click on Go. If your gallery is password protected, 
you will be asked to enter your password.

Your gallery will be displayed in Thumbnail View. You can select photos from the Thumbnail View, making 
multiple selections at a time, or select one image at a time from the Large Image View. 

To switch to to the Large Image View, BEFORE hitting the  Select Photos button, click on any thumbnail 
image - this will display a larger version of the image. You can click the link Add To Favorites just above the 
image to save it in your Favorites Set. Use the Right Arrow or Left Arrow keys to move between images. Clicking 
on the gallery name (near the upper left of the screen below our logo), will return to Thumbnail View.

From Thumbnail View: Click the button Select Photos.”Mousing over” each thumbnail will allow you to 
select that photo by clicking on the image (or clicking in the circle that appears on the photo), un-select by clicking 
on the photo again. You can select multiple photos per page.

The first time you select a photo or click the Add To Favorites link, you will see the name of the Favorites Set, pop 
up in the upper left of the screen:
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The default name for the Favorite Set is My Selection. 

3. Select or Create A Favorites Set: You can use the default Favorites Set named (MY SELECTION), or use the 
drop-down menu to create and name one or more new sets. If you create a new set, it will be selected as the 
“current set”, indicated by name in the upper left of the screen. You can always switch between your favorites sets 
if you have multiple of them. Confusing? you can just use the one default set, MY SELECTION which may be fine 
for selecting your images in the Proofing stage. You may want different Favorites Sets when selecting images in 
your final gallery.

For detailed instructions on how to create and share favorites lists, along with a short instructional video that will 
demonstrate using Favorite sets,  CLICK HERE

Sharing Your Favorites Sets With Others

Once you have created one or more Favorites Sets, you can share them with friends and relatives as Read-Only 
to get their thoughts, or if you want them to help you build your Favorites set, you can allow them Full Access to 
the set.

When you are done selecting images for your Favorites set(s), you will want to share them with the photographer. 
This is how you communicate which images you want to select for the next steps.

To Share A Favorites Set: 

Access your Proofing Gallery as before.

Select the Favorites set you want to share by selecting the Favorites set in the upper left of the screen where you 
see the word FAVORITES. Using the drop-down list of Favorites sets, click on the set you want to share/use. This 
will now display the contents of the Favorites set selected.

Next to the name of the Favorites set, you will see a button labeled Send To... Click this button.

A pop-up window will appear with two tabs: Send to Photographer and Send to a friend

To Send to Photographer: complete the form displayed with your name and email, along with a brief message 
with any instructions to the photographer, then click the Share button. You do not need to share your 
Favorites set with us until you are done selecting your images.

To Send to a friend: you will see two links displayed on the screen labeled: Send as read-only set: and 
Allow full access to the set:  Copy the appropriate link into your clipboard, then go to your email and paste 
the link into a new email to the person/people you want to sent the Favorites set to.

Questions? Email us anytime with questions. We can provide additional guidance or help via email, or a return 
phone call.

Enjoy Your Photographs!
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